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Novelty App Utilitarian in Loud Places, Quiet Spaces
Published on 07/06/09
triggerhappy today announces Status Symbols 1.0 for iPhone and iPod touch. Status Symbols
is sign language for what's on your mind. The app came about after recognizing the need to
communicate in loud places and quiet spaces. Come up with your own creative usage or be
lazy and refer to our handy key. Soon to be universally recognized as the liberation of
communication, status symbols = sign language for what's on your mind.
New York, NY - Simple, silly and surprisingly useful. The Status Symbols iPhone app came
about after recognizing the need to communicate in loud places (concerts, bars) and quiet
spaces (libraries, movies, funerals). Loud speakers drowning you out? Want to talk but
your mouth is full?
The status symbols novelty app was created with you in mind. No need to announce to an
entire room that you have to use the WC. Flash the icon instead. Vertically challenged?
Follow the arrow and find your friends. Next round on you but how many drinks to bring
back? Number sign. Signals of distress or all systems go, minimalist illustrated graphics
send a clear message. Come up with your own creative usage or be lazy and refer to our
handy key. Soon to be universally recognized as the liberation of communication, status
symbols = sign language for what's on your mind.
Feature Highlights:
* Hand rendered, colorful graphics that can be read from across a room
* Communicate easily with recognizable symbols
* Simple tap to go back function
Minimum Requirements:
* Compatible with iPhone and iPod touch
* Requires iPhone version OS 2.2.1 or later
Pricing and Availability:
Status Symbols 1.0 for iPhone is only $0.99 (USD) and available exclusively through
Apple's App Store. Update featuring new symbols in the works. A limited number of
promotional codes are available upon request, for review purposes only.
Status Symbols 1.0:
http://triggerhappynyc.com/statussymbols
Download and Purchase:
http://ax.itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZStore.woa/wa/browserRedirect?url=itms%253A%252
F%252Fax.itunes.apple.com%252FWebObjects%252FMZStore.woa%252Fwa%252FviewSoft
ware%253Fid%253D316897201%2526mt%253D8
App Icon:
http://s3.amazonaws.com/twitter_production/profile_images/253180260/itunes_icon_copy_norm
al.jpg

Status Symbols is the app baby of triggerhappy and walking productions. Copyright 2009
triggerhappy. All Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone and iPod are registered
trademarks of Apple Computer Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Activities depicted
not necessarily endorsed by the creators of this app.
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